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Dear Parents/ carers,
I am writing to remind you and your child of the expectations in Physical Education
at Bierton Combined School. We recognise Physical Education (PE) as a key area
of learning within the National Curriculum. Physical activity is integral to the good
health of our children and thus suitable PE kit is essential in ensuring that pupils
access the PE National Curriculum and participate safely and comfortably in
lessons.
The children have 2 hours of PE a week, if you are unsure which days your child
has PE, please check this with your child’s teacher.
Pupil Check List for PE
Children not doing PE
If for medical reasons, your child is not participating in PE, they will need a letter
from the parent/carer. When this happens, the child will still be expected to
participate in a PE related activity as it is part of the National Curriculum that all
children have a ‘2 hour curriculum provision for PE’. This may include their teacher
asking them to keep score, be a timer, write/draw a picture of rules for an activity or
complete a write up of the lesson.
 Earrings
Only children who have had their ears pierced in the last 6 weeks should have
earrings in (only stud earrings allowed) and these should then be covered with
tape. Please provide your child with the required tape, otherwise your child’s
teacher will provide them masking tape. Please make sure your child has removed
their earrings on the days that they have PE.
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 Bare Feet
For indoor PE, all children should participate in bare feet unless the class teacher
has received a note from a parent/carer giving a medical reason for the child to
wear trainers or plimsolls.
Outdoor Wear
For outdoor PE all children should wear a plain coloured tracksuit. There is no
required fabric/style but it should be plain and are easily available from any store.
 Hair

Long hair must be tied back in order to prevent entanglement in apparatus and to
prevent it obscuring vision.
Pupils who fail to bring in the correct PE kit will be required to borrow school kit.
Failure to bring in the correct PE kit three times in a row will result in a phone call
home. If the child forgets it for the following week, they will be asked to stay in
during their break.
If you have any further queries regarding Physical Education please do not hesitate
to contact me and I will be happy to help with anything.

Many thanks for your continued support.

Miss Quinn
PE and Sports Coordinator

